What I got out of the Community Jobs program is experience to work with others. I was helped to get a
stable job not knowing that I would love my job. I got help with other needs such as someone to talk to
about my struggles, vouchers to help with my basic needs, advice about certain situations that I may be
through. I got friendship out of the Community Jobs program, people who are not blood related
actually do care about me and they show it.
I got an opportunity to work somewhere other than the orchard or warehouse which I didn’t think I
would like where I work and learn different jobs that are learning experiences to better myself and value
my life. My program with Community Jobs motivates me to do more in life. My case manager (head boss
and family) is a big blessing to me in my life without her I would not have made it this far with my kids.
Because of Anna and the program I went from homeless to an apartment, no money to a few hundred
dollars in my pocket, no food to three meals and snacks a day, broken to getting fixed, sad and hurt to
happy grateful, a nobody to an improved somebody.
I am so grateful for the Community Jobs program. I received many skills from this program, sorting
products, pricing items, testing items, putting items out of the sales floor, tagging products, using the
box crusher, testing electrical items, I learned how to drive a forklift, I give receipts to customers who
donated, I helped take purchased items to customers. I helped customers find what they are wanting to
buy, I also have fun at my job.

This is what I got out of my program, happiness!
Big thanks to Anna and everyone involved in my program.
Sincerely,
(Soon to be ex-client)


